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Engineering Multi-Cloud Service-Oriented
Applications

Fawaz Paraiso Philippe Merle Lionel Seinturier

Abstract

Cloud platforms are increasingly being used for hosting a broad diversity of
services from traditional e-commerce applications to interactive web-based IDEs
and crowdsourcing systems. However, the proliferation of offers by cloud providers
raises several challenges. Developers will not only have todeploy applications for
a specific cloud, but will also have to consider migrating services from one cloud to
another, and to manage distributed applications spanning multiple clouds. In order
to address these challenges, we present a federated multi-cloud PaaS infrastructure
that is based on three foundations: i) an open service model used to design and
implement both our multi-cloud PaaS and the SaaS applications running on top of
it, ii) a configurable architecture of the federated PaaS, and iii) some infrastruc-
ture services for managing both our multi-cloud PaaS and theSaaS applications.
We report on the deployment of this cloud-based infrastructure on top of thirteen
existing IaaS/PaaS.

Keywords: Multi-cloud computing, Platform as a Service, Portability, Provi-
sioning, Elasticity, High availability, Service Component Architecture.

1 Introduction

Cloud computing is a major trend in current research for building scalable distributed
computing environments. In particular, Cloud computing emerged as a way for ”en-
abling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable comput-
ing resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider
interaction.” [35]. Several layers of cloud computing exist, including the infrastructure,
platform, and application layers, which provide to end-users functionalities referred to
as IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS, respectively [48]. Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon
EC2), Windows Azure, and Google App Engine are three of most well-know cloud
platform providers, yet the offer has increased rapidly over the last months and tens
of solutions are now available1. Besides, many key players in the IT business are also
offering private cloud solutions for their data centers. Inthis context, multi-cloud com-
puting [8] as the federation of multiple heterogeneous cloud computing environments
is a promising paradigm to support very large scale world wide distributed applications.

1http://upon2020.com/2011/04/the-ever-growing-list-of-paas-companies-and-paas-projects
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However, multi-cloud computing has to face several key challenges:portability,
provisioning, elasticity, andhigh availability. Multi-cloud portability means write ap-
plications once and run them on any clouds. Most existing cloud providers are typi-
cally offered through proprietary APIs services and limited to a single infrastructure
provider. In such situations, vendor lock-in is a primary concern for moving towards a
cloud provider. Multi-cloud provisioning refers to the capability to deploy a distributed
application spanning multiple cloud providers. Deploy a distributed application in a
multi-cloud context is not easy task. Furthermore, existing deployment tools are lim-
ited to use of single clouds as differences in contextualization mechanisms [24, 25]
hinder multi-cloud deployment. Multi-cloud elasticity means the capability to scale
applications across multiple clouds. With the rapidly increasing size of computing
systems provided from different clouds and the growing complexity of interconnected
systems in multi-cloud environments, elasticity becomes more complex to implement.
Applications are often grouped and deployed across multiple cloud environments, elas-
ticity can be defined according to the requirement of each part of these applications.
Currently, there is no convenient way to express specific application elasticity rules for
each part of a distributed application as need. Multi-cloudhigh availability refers to
the degree to which application is operable across multipleclouds. As [4] and [27]
have already noted, the cloud computing model is not withoutconcern. In fact, cloud
provider services can become unavailable due to outages or denials of services. High
availability needs to be analysed and set across multiple clouds in order to reduce the
probability of outages that could affect services deployedin a single cloud system.

In this article we discuss the design and implementation of soCloud. soCloud is a
multi-cloud PaaS to overcome the four key challenges presented in the previous sec-
tion. soCloud is a service-oriented PaaS to create service-oriented applications. so-
Cloud is a distributed PaaS, that provides a model for building distributed applications.
This model is on an extension of the OASIS’s SCA standard [38]. soCloud is a multi-
cloud PaaS that provides services to ensure portability, provisioning, elasticity, and
high availability across multiple clouds. Our ongoing approach to address portability
and provisioning in a multi-cloud context is the use of a SCA standard. Our elasticity
management approach is based on autonomic computing [26] with the overall aims of
creating self-managed elastic multi-cloud applications.High availability is achieved
in two ways. Firstly, soCloud provides a multi-cloud load balancer service that fronts
traffic for applications deployed across multiple clouds and makes a decision about
where to route the traffic when cloud nodes fail. Secondly, the soCloud architecture
uses redundancy at all levels to ensure that no single component failure in a cloud
provider impacts the overall system availability. We describe a way to annotate SCA
artifacts with deployment information needed to optimal use of services in multiple
cloud environments. These annotations also allow to express elasticity rules that en-
sure the appropriate adjustment decisions made in timely manner to meet service needs
in the presence of cloud service failures. The soCloud architecture is composed of SCA
components: service deployer, constraints validator, PaaS deployment, SaaS deploy-
ment, load balancer, node provisioning, monitoring, workload manager and controller
components. soCloud is deployed and evaluated on ten existing cloud providers such
as Windows Azure, DELL KACE, Amazon EC2, CloudBees, OpenShift, dotCloud,
Jelastic, Heroku, Appfog, and an Eucalyptus private cloud.
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The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the main
features of the soCloud platform. Section 3 compares soCloud with the state-of-the-art.
Section 4 concludes this article and presents future work weintend to address.

2 Overview of soCloud principles

In this section we present an overview of soCloud. We first discuss background details
of SCA and FraSCAti. Next, we describe how soCloud addressesthe challenges of
portability, provisioning, elasticity, andhigh availability. Finally, we describe how to
design a soCloud SaaS distributed application.

2.1 SCA

soCloud is based on the SCA standard [38]. SCA is a set of OASIS’s specifications
for building distributed applications and systems using Service Oriented Architecture
(SOA) principles [18]. SCA promotes a vision of Service-Oriented Computing (SOC)
where services are independent of implementation languages (Java, Spring, BPEL,
C++, COBOL, C, etc.), networked service access technologies (Web Services, JMS,
etc.), interface definition languages (WSDL, Java, etc.) and non-functional properties.
SCA thus provides a framework that can accommodate many different forms of SOC
systems.

soCloud is built on top of FraSCAti [45]. FraSCAti is an open source framework
for deploying and executing SCA-based applications. FraSCAti provides a component-
based approach to support the heterogeneous composition ofvarious interface defini-
tion languages (WSDL, Java), implementation technologies(Java, Spring, EJB, BPEL,
OSGI, Jython, Jruby, Xquery, Groovy, Velocity, Fscript, Beanshell, UPNP.), and bind-
ing technologies (Web Services, JMS, RPC, REST, RMI.). Moreover, FraSCAti intro-
duces reflective capabilities to the SCA programming model,and allows dynamic in-
trospection and reconfiguration via a specialization of theFractal component model [7].
These features open new perspectives for bringing agility to SOA and for the runtime
management of SCA applications. FraSCAti is the execution environment of both the
soCloud multi-cloud PaaS and soCloud SaaS applications deployed on the top of this
multi-cloud PaaS.

2.2 Main features of soCloud

soCloud is a service-oriented component-based PaaS for managing portability, elastic-
ity, provisioning, and high availability across multiple clouds. soCloud is a distributed
PaaS, that provides a model for building distributed SaaS applications based on an ex-
tension of the OASIS’s SCA standard. To address the challenge of multi-cloud porta-
bility, soCloud promotes SCA as the model to design and develop multi-cloud SaaS
applications. To address the challenge ofmulti-cloud provisioning, soCloud offers a
service to provision applications across multiple cloud providers. To address the chal-
lenge ofmulti-cloud elasticity, soCloud offers an autonomic service which provides a
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global mechanism to manage elasticity across multiple clouds and also offers the pos-
sibility to define application specific elasticity rules. Toaddress the challenge ofmulti-
cloud high availabilitydespite outages, soCloud provides high availability in twoways.
Firstly, with the applications deployed with a soCloud platform, the high availability is
ensured by using a load balancer service which distributes requests among instances of
the application deployed on multiple cloud providers. Secondly, the soCloud architec-
ture uses redundancy at all levels to ensure that no single component failure in a cloud
provider impacts the overall system availability.

Multi-cloud portability The different layers of a cloud environment (IaaS, PaaS,
SaaS) provide dedicated services. Although their granularity and complexity vary,
we believe that a principled definition of these services is needed to promote the in-
teroperability and federation between heterogeneous cloud environments. Hence, our
multi-cloud infrastructure uses SCA both for the definitionof the services provided by
the PaaS layer and for the services of SaaS applications thatrun on top of this PaaS.
soCloud uses an open service model called SCA to provide portability.

Multi-cloud provisioning soCloud provides a consistent methodology based on the
SCA standard that describes how SaaS applications are modelled. soCloud provides
services based on FraSCAti to deploy and allows runtime management of SaaS appli-
cations and hardware resources. This consistent methodology offers flexibility and
choice for developers to provision and deliver SaaS applications and hardware re-
sources across multiple clouds. soCloud provides a multi-cloud service enabling policy-
based provisioning across multiple cloud providers.

Figure 1: soCloud elasticity management with FeedBack Control Loop.

Multi-cloud elasticity The management of elasticity across multiple clouds is com-
plex and appears to be approaching the limits of what is done with managing elasticity
in a single cloud. In fact, systems become more interconnected, diverse, latency and
outages can occur at any time. The soCloud architecture focuses on the interactions
among components, leaving such issues to be dealt with at runtime. Particularly, any
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automated set of actions aimed to modify the structure, behaviour, or performance of
SaaS applications deployed with the soCloud platform whileit continues operating.
An appropriate option remaining is autonomic computing [12]. As described in Fig. 1,
soCloud elasticity is managed with the MAPE-K (Monitor, Analyse,Plan, Execute,
-Knowledge) reference model [12] for autonomic control loop.

Multi-cloud high availability soCloud provides high availability in two ways. Firstly,
by using a multi-cloud load balancer service to switch from one application to another
when failure occurs. Secondly, the soCloud architecture uses replication strategy. Spe-
cially, soCloud uses redundancy at all levels to ensure thatno single component failure
in a cloud provider impacts the overall system availability.

2.3 soCloud SaaS applications

Application specification soCloud applications are built by using the SCA model.
As illustrated in Fig. 2, the basic SCA building blocks are software components [46],
which provide services, require references and expose properties. The references and
services are connected by wires. SCA specifies a hierarchical component model, which
means that components can be implemented either by primitive language entities or by
subcomponents. In the latter case the components are calledcomposites. Any pro-
vided services or required references contained within a composite can be exposed by
the composite itself by means of promotion links. To supportservice-oriented interac-
tions via different communication protocols, SCA providesthe notion of binding. For
SCA references, a binding describes the access mechanism used to invoke a remote
service. In the case of services, a binding describes the access mechanism that clients
use to invoke the service. We describe how SCA can be used to package SaaS applica-
tions. The first requirement is that the package must describe and contain all artifacts
needed for the application. The second requirement is that provisioning constraints and
elasticity rules must be described in the package. The SCA assembly model specifica-
tion describes how SCA and non-SCA artifacts (such as code files) are packaged. The
central unit of deployment in SCA is a contribution. A contribution is a package that
contains implementations, interfaces and other artifactsnecessary to run components.
The SCA packaging format is based on ZIP files, however other packaging formats are
explicitly allowed. As shown in Fig. 2, a three-tier application is packaged in as a ZIP
file (SCA contribution) and its architecture is described. This application is composed
of three components. One component represents the frontend-tier of the application.
The second one represents the computing-tier of the application. The last one repre-
sents the storage-tier of the application. Each component of this three-tier application
is implemented as an SCA contribution (ZIP file package).

Annotations Some cloud-based applications require more detailed description of
their deployment (c.f. Fig. 2). The deployment and monitoring of soCloud applica-
tions are bound by a description of the overall software system architecture and the re-
quirements of the underlying components, that we refer to astheapplication manifest.
In particular, theapplication manifestshould be platform-independent. Basically, the
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Figure 2:An annotated soCloud application.
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application manifestconsists of describing what components the service is composed
with functional and non-functional requirements for deployment. In fact, the applica-
tion can be composed of multiple components (c.f. Fig. 2). The application manifest
defines elasticity rule for the service component (e.g. increase/decrease instance of
component). Commonly, scale up or down, is translated to acondition-action state-
ment that reasons on performance indicators of the service deployed. In order to fulfill
the requirements for the soCloud application descriptor, we propose to annotate the
SCA components with the four following annotations:

1. placement constraint(@location) allows to map components of a soCloud ap-
plication to available physical hosts within a geographical datacenter in multi-
cloud environments.

2. computing constraint (@vm) provides necessary computing resources defined
for components of a soCloud application in the multi-cloud environments.

3. replication (@replication) specifies the number of instances of the component
that must be deployed in multi-cloud environments.

4. elasticity rule (@elasticity) defines a specific elasticity rule that should be ap-
plied to the component deployed on multi-cloud environments.

For example, let us consider the three-tier web applicationdescribed in Fig. 2, which
consists of a frontend, computing, and storage components.The annotation (@location=Fran-
ce) of the frontend component indicates to deploy this component on a cloud provider
located in France. Next, the annotation (@vm=medium) on the computing component
specifies the computing resources required by this component and can be deployed on
any cloud provider. Finally, the annotations (@location=Asia and @replication = 2)
on the storage component indicate to deploy this component on two different cloud
providers located in Asia. The soCloud automates the deployment of this three-tier
application in a multiple cloud environment by respecting agiven annotations.

2.4 Integration with existing IaaS/PaaS

We report on the existing cloud environments on which the soCloud platform has been
deployed. The soCloud platform extends an experiment that was presented in a pre-
vious work [40]. The soCloud platform is actually deployed on ten target cloud envi-
ronments that are publicly accessible on the Internet2. The deployment is done with
IaaS/PaaS providers as illustrated in Fig. 3. With IaaS, resources are provisioned from
Windows Azure3, DELL KACE4, Amazon EC25, and our Eucalyptus private cloud,
we installed a PaaS stack composed of a Linux distribution, aJava Virtual Machine, a

2available at http://multicloudpaas.soceda.cloudbees.net/
3https://www.windowsazure.com
4https://www.kace.com/
5http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/
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web container and FraSCAti. soCloud is also deployed on PaaSsuch as: CloudBees6,
OpenShift7, dotCloud8, Jelastic9, Heroku10, and Appfog11 as a WAR file.

Figure 3: soCloud deployment with ten cloud providers.

3 Related work

Related to the Inter-Cloud Architectural taxonomy presented in [20], soCloud can be
classified into the Multi-Cloud service category. This section presents some of the
related work to multi-cloud computing challenges discussed in Section 1:portability,
provisioning, elasticity, andhigh availabilityacross multiple clouds.

6http://www.cloudbees.com/
7https://openshift.redhat.com
8https://www.dotcloud.com/
9http://jelastic.com/

10http://www.heroku.com/
11http://www.appfog.com/
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Multi-cloud portability Portability approaches can be classified into three categories [39]:
functional portability, data portabilityandservice enhancement. The authors [41] with
their mOSAIC solution deal withservice enhancementportability at IaaS and PaaS
levels. moSAIC provides a component-based programming model with asynchronous
communication. However, mOSAIC APIs are not standardized and are complex to put
at work in practice. Our soCloud solution deals withservice enhancementportability
among of an interface which runs on PaaS. soCloud supports both synchronous and
asynchronous communications offered by the SCA standard. Moreover, SCA defines
an easy way to use portable API. The Cloud4SOA [14] project isworked for the porta-
bility between PaaS using a semantic approach. soCloud intends to provide portability
using API based on the SCA standard.

Multi-cloud provisioning A great deal of research on dynamic resource allocation
for physical and virtual machines and clusters of virtual machines [3] exists. The work
of dynamic provisioning of resource, in the cloud computingmay be classified into
two categories. Authors in [36] have addressed the problem of provisioning resources
at the granularity of VMs. Other authors in [11] have considered the provisioning of
resources at a finer granularity of resources. In our work, weconsider provisioning at
both VM and finer granularity of resources.

Some libraries such as DeltaCloud [15], jClouds [23], daseing [1], LibCloud [29],
CompatibleOne [28], exist for provisioning resources across multiple cloud providers.
Most of them act as wrappers of other technologies (e.g. libCloud, DeltaCloud, or
jClouds). They propose an uniform API to different cloud services. CompatibleOne
implements the Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI) standard [16]. Each library
is implemented in its own programming language (e.g. LibCloud uses python; jClouds
uses Java; DeltaCloud uses Ruby). As mentioned already the Node provisioning of
soCloud provides a high level abstraction layer that hinds the complexity of provision-
ing across multiple clouds. Specifically soCloud offers thepossibility to interact with
jClouds, LibCloud, CompatibleOne which are implemented indifferent programming
languages.

The authors in [19] have addressed the problem of deploying acluster of vir-
tual machines with given resource configurations across a set of physical machines.
While [13] defines a Java API permitting developers to monitor and manage a clus-
ter of Java VMs and to define resource allocation policies forsuch clusters. Unlike
[19, 13], soCloud uses both an application-centric and virtual machine approaches. Us-
ing knowledge on application workload and performance goals combined with server
usage, soCloud utilizes a more versatile set of automation mechanisms.

Multi-cloud elasticity Managing elasticity across multiple cloud providers is a chal-
lenging issue. However, although managed elasticity through multiple clouds would
benefit when outages occur, few solutions are supporting it.For instance, in [8], the
authors present a federated cloud infrastructure approachto provide elasticity for ap-
plications, however they do not take into account elasticity management when outages
occur. Another approach was proposed by [47], which managedthe elasticity with
both a controller and a load balancer. However, their solution does not address the
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management of elasticity through multiple cloud providers. The authors in [34] pro-
pose a resource manager to manage application elasticity. However their approach is
specific for a single cloud provider.

In some cloud provider environments such as Amazon Elastic Load Balancing [21],
the quality of service metrics (e.g., request count and request latency) is watched by
Amazon Cloudwatch. The Amazon scalability mechanisms depend on initiating a VM
instance as a load balancer routing the traffic into many similar VMs instances. This
approach have two limitations. First, it is limited to specific applications like web
servers and not applicable to the other applications like databases. Second, it is not
possible to support a complex application that needs specific elastic rules.

Nevertheless, authors in [10] propose an elastic service definition language. Their
language is based on Open Virtual Format (OVF) [33], a DMTF standard for packaging
and deployment of virtual services. soCloud uses Event Processing Language (EPL)
which is based on the SQL standard. As comparison to OVF, the EPL converges event
stream processing (filtering, joins, aggregation) and complex event processing (causal-
ity) into a single language. Additionally, based on SCA properties, soCloud has the
possibility to define constraints on applications deployed.

The authors in [42] propose a solution to deploy a complex application composed
of several services using a manifest. They design a proprietary manifest language to
specify the entire structure of the application deployed. In soCloud, the manifest used
to define applications structure is based on the SCA standardlanguage. Thus, we
eliminate the use of a new proprietary language.

The authors in [17] focus on the description of the management problems in multi-
cloud architectures. soCloud has addressed these challenges. [44, 30] proposed a
framework that allows users to deal with applications by defining elasticity rules and
based on automation. However any scalability management system is bound to the
underline cloud API (the problem of ”discrete actuators” asnamed by [30]). One es-
sential task for any application-level elasticity controller is, thus, mapping user scaling
policies from the appropriate level of abstraction for the user to the actual mechanisms
provided by IaaS clouds. The authors in [31] propose a solution that focuses on the
problem of building external controllers for dynamic applications hosted on the cloud
by using feedback control. With this solution in multiple cloud environments, they
must define as many controller as cloud providers. soCloud provides an uniform way
to manage elasticity across multiple cloud providers basedon feedback control. [5]
developed an agent-based solution to automate system tuning, their agents do both
controller design and feedback control, however, slow converges of the system (i.e., 10
minutes for MaxClients), makes it unsuitable for sudden workload changes.

Multi-cloud high availability Cloud providers as Amazon EC2, Windows Azure,
Jelastic already provide a load balancer service with a single cloud to distributed load
among virtual machines. However, they do not provide load balancing across multiple
cloud providers. Different approaches of dynamic load balancing have been proposed
in the literature [9, 22, 32], however they do not provide a mechanism to scale the
load balancers themselves. The authors in [49], [43] have explored the agility way to
quickly reassign resources. However, their approach does not take into account a multi
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cloud environment. Most existing membership protocols [6,37, 2] employ a consensus
algorithm to achieve agreement on the membership. Achieving consensus in an asyn-
chronous distributed system is impossible without the use of timeouts to bound the time
within which an action must take place. Even with the use of timeouts, achieving con-
sensus can be relatively costly in the number of messages transmitted, and in the delays
incurred. To avoid such costs, soCloud uses a novel Leader Determined Membership
Protocol that does not involve the use of a consensus algorithm.

4 Conclusion

In this article, we have proposed soCloud a service-oriented component-based PaaS
for managing portability, provisioning, elasticity, and high availability across multiple
clouds. soCloud is a distributed PaaS that provides a model for building any multi-
cloud SaaS applications. This model is based on an extensionof the OASIS’s SCA
standard. We surveyed each of the concepts related to express specific elasticity rules,
ensure high availability across multiple clouds and pointed out problematics. To ad-
dress these problems, this article proposes an architecture, and describes the interac-
tions between each component of this architecture. We explain how the components
in a SaaS application descriptor can be annotated with elasticity rules, placement con-
straints, computation constraints. Based on these annotations, deployable contributions
can be loaded and deployed in a suitable manner. The article described the approach
used by the soCloud platform to ensure high availability. Inparticular soCloud takes a
wait-free approach to the problem of coordinating components in different clouds and
uses load balancer to switch from one application instance to another in case of fail-
ures. In comparison of soCloud availability with public cloud availability, we demon-
strate that soCloud ensures high availability in minutes. We analyse the flash crowd
phenomenon on a use case, and demonstrate how the soCloud platform increases the
elasticity of the application. This approach is proactive in the case that the content
replications is performed when detecting a traffic surge andanticipating a flash crowd.
In future work we will investigate how the concept of federated multiple clouds can be
used to reduce the resource provisioning cost, while maintaining the Quality of Service
(QoS) to customers who use the resources.
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